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Abstract
The objectives of this study were to find out whether or not: 1) there was a significant correlation between the eleventh grade students’ self-confidence and speaking achievement at PGRI Senior High School 2 of Palembang; (2) there was a significant correlation between the eleventh grade students’ motivation and speaking achievement at PGRI Senior High School 2 of Palembang; (3) there was a significant correlation between the eleventh grade students’ self-confidence and motivation simultaneously and speaking achievement at PGRI Senior High School 2 of Palembang. This study was correlation researches with the population were 324 students. The samples for this study were 30 students (XI.IPA 2) taken through convenience sampling technique. Data were collected through questionnaires and test. Then, they were analyzed by using correlation analysis and multiple regression analysis. Findings show that: 1) there was significant correlation between the eleventh grade students’ self-confidence and speaking achievement at PGRI Senior High School 2 of Palembang; 2) there was significant correlation between the eleventh grade students’ motivation and speaking achievement at PGRI Senior High School 2 of Palembang; 3) there was significant correlation between the eleventh grade students’ self-confidence and motivation simultaneously and speaking achievement at PGRI Senior High School 2 of Palembang.
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